Pain perception and detailed visual pain mapping in breast cancer survivors.
Chronic pain and neural irritation after breast surgery and radiation are still relevant sequelae of the treatment. Pain quantification and localization in patient groups are difficult to standardize. In order to quantify and localize pain in a group of breast cancer patients, a Java-based program was developed to visualize the frequency of pain in "pain maps." A questionnaire with structured questions on the perception of pain included pictograms of a body to mark possible pain areas. A group of 343 breast cancer survivors completed the questionnaires. The image information was digitalized and processed using a Java applet. Gray-scale summation pictures with numbers from "0," indicating black (100% pain), to "255," indicating white (0% pain), were generated. The visualization of pain by creating pain maps revealed the location of pain in breast cancer survivors on pictograms of the body. Analyzing the total number of pixels, in which pain was stated, made it possible to compare pain areas in several subgroups, showing that patients after mastectomy versus breast-conserving therapy (3,011 vs. 2,224 pixels), and patients with lymphedema versus patients without lymphedema (3,010 vs. 2,239 pixels), have larger pain areas. This study presents a method of visualizing pain areas and assigning them to a pictogram of the body in a sample of breast cancer patients. The method is easy to use and could help generate pain maps in several types of disease.